
Senior PYTHON DEVELOPER   

An important start-up operating in the eCoommerce Space created in 2010 and working with 
clients related with retailers.  

Requirements  

 A Craftsperson who is willing to share, collaborate and help others grow 
 5+ years experience with Python (our platform is based on Django, by the way) 
 2+ years experience with Javascript. AngularJS knowledge would be a bonus 
 Strong working knowledge of GIT, automated unit and acceptance testing tools and 

practices, and continuous integration 
 Experience in working with Agile teams as developer (Kanban or Scrum 
 Devops experience highly advantageous 
 Excellent English and communication skills essential 
 Willing to travel occasionally to meet your peers face-to-face and say hello 

If you are interested please send your details/CV to beatriz.mena@e-frontiers.ie and 
azahara.carrasco@e-frontiers.ie and we will contact you with further details. 
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Senior Software Developer - Python  

It’s a mature start up focused on social gaming platforms placed in Dublin. They are looking for 
creative thinkers, and people interested in a constantly adapting environment  (Senior Python 
and Server Engineer)  

Requirements: 

 Fluency in English  - both verbal and written is essential 
 5+ years development experience  
 Python proficiency is essential minimun 1-2 years 
 Software design experience 
 Proven experience using MySQL, LINUX 
 Experience of the full Software Development Life cycle 
 Self motivated with the ability to learn quickly 
 Exceptional analytical and  problem solving skills 
 Strong communication skills, both verbal and written  
 Ability to adapt to changing priorities 
  

Server Engineer 

Requirements: 

 Strong English - both verbal and written is essential 
 5+  years development experience 
 Python proficiency is essential (mínimum 1-2 years)  
 Twisted experience ideal, not essential. Other frameworks also considered. 
 Software design experience 
 Proven experience using MySQL, LINUX 
 Experience of the full Software Development Lifecycle 
 Self-motivated with the ability to learn quickly 
 Exceptional analytical and problem solving skills 
 Strong  communication skills, both verbal and written 
 Ability  to adapt to changing priorities 

If you are interested please send your details/CV to beatriz.mena@e-frontiers.ie and 
azahara.carrasco@e-frontiers.ie and we will contact you with further details.  
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Python Software Engineer 

You will be working in an agile environment, taking part in feature plan sessions, committing 
code early and often and interfacing with the requirement, design, mobile and sys op teams.  

You will have the opportunity of working with some of the latest technologies in web and 
mobile applications, and the end result of your work will be directly experienced by thousands 
of users worldwide.  

Their largest Market is in morth America but they have clients in Europe, Asia and Australia 
and Their headquartered are in Dublin, near City Centre. 

 
Requirements: 

 Expert in Python & MySQL with demonstrated ability to implement large scale 
systems.  

 We also accept applications from experts in Ruby or Java who are willing to dive into 
Python 

 Commercial application development with shipped products 
 Linux admin experience  
 Experience in scaling up application services on AWS or similar platform 
 Ability to work in medium-sized teams and deliver under tight deadlines 
 CS/Engineering or Maths degree preferred 
  

Senior Software Engineer 

Requirements  

 Expert in Python & MySQL with demonstrated ability to implement large scale 
systems.  

 We also accept applications from experts in Ruby or Java who are willing to dive into 
Python 

 5+ years in commercial application development with shipped products 
 Linux admin experience  
 Experience in scaling up application services on AWS or similar platform 
 Ability to work in medium-sized teams and deliver under tight deadlines 
 CS/Engineering or Maths degree preferred 

 

If you are interested please send your details/CV to beatriz.mena@e-frontiers.ie and 
azahara.carrasco@e-frontiers.ie and we will contact you with further details.  
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